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Abstract 

A Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a system of distributed servers that deliver web 

pages and other web contents to a user from a suitable Edge server. The purpose of a 

CDN is to provide web contents faster and with a higher availability. This service is 

effective in speeding up the delivery of content of websites with high traffic and websites 

that have global reach. The edge servers are cache servers that are deployed over the 

geography. These servers are used to store same contents from main server i.e. the 

content replicas are cached in these servers. User’s requests for a web content may be 

served directly from any of these edge servers instead of the main server or origin server. 

This approach overcomes the limitations of network infrastructure in the internet. In this 

paper we propose a way to select appropriate edge servers when there is cache miss in 

the primary Edge Server up to the Origin Server. We have developed a technique for 

CDN provider to route user’s request from the requesting machine to edge servers or to 

the origin in a Content Delivery Network (CDN) by applying hierarchical classification of 

edge servers to cluster them based on their response delay i.e. effectively based on the 

distance among the edge server.  

Keywords: Content Delivery Network,  hierarchical or agglomerative approach, 

clustering, edge server, dendogram tree. 

 

1. Introduction 

The internet has changed our lifestyle, business, entertainment, social activity at a huge 

that we cannot even take a single footstep without it. The revolution in the networking 

technology has given us the pace of life now we have. Yet internet was not engineered to 

have such elevation of reliability, robustness, scalability and performance. Modern human 

life consumes more data that few years ago we cannot even imagine. However internet 

service has emerged since then becoming an essential part of our modern world. The 

internet is a network of networks administered by different autonomous bodies. Internet 

Service Providers (ISP) are the one who manages this network, links, routers and 

infrastructure to provide internet service to the end users.  

As web sites grow to be popular, they‟re often become exposed to bottleneck of server. 

Excessive requests contaminate the infrastructure of internet, such as the frontend Web 

server, bandwidth, or the back-end transaction-processing infrastructure. The request 

burden can crash a site or cause unusual delay in response times resulting in a negative 

impact on customers toward a product or brand. To help overcoming this problem the 

concept of edge server is introduced. As the demand for data grow very high, replicating 

popular contents and storing them in geographically nearer to the user has given us one 

solution and popular as Content Delivery Network (CDN).  

Akamai Technologies, Inc. an American content delivery network and cloud services 

provider has first introduced the concept of CDN and now provides Web and IP 

application acceleration, including High Definition live media, on demand media 

streaming. Now, there are many organizations and companies providing CDN 
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infrastructure like Amazon Cloudfront, a global CDN for serving static and streaming 

content. It works seamlessly with any origin server and other Amazon Web Services (S3, 

EC2), supports secure web pages. Azion is a modern CDN with real-time analytics, 

comprehensive API and fast purging. BelugaCDN is a pay-as-you-go, low-cost CDN 

provider with POPs on 5 continents. They provide features include: full-featured 

IPv4+IPv6 network, instant purging, log streaming and HTTPS at no extra charge. 

ChinaCache is well-known as the CDN market leader in China, which has to do with 127 

POP locations and 11000 servers in mainland China. The CDN features list is impressive, 

including hotlink protection, custom CNAME for SSL and Purge All. Verizon Digital 

Media Services is a top player in the CDN market with 47 'SuperPOPs' in North-America, 

EU, Asia, Australia, South-America and the Middle-East. VDMS offers useful features 

like a HTTP Rules Engine, multiple origins and CNAMEs and Token Authentication. 

 

 

Figure 1. Network Distribution in the Geographical Region for CDN 

Request Re-direction 

When a user requests for a domain the request is re-routed via DNS to the Edge 

Servers instead of the main server. When the browser looks up this hostname, the user‟s 

DNS server will contact DNS servers. DNS servers are typically deployed in layers: the 

first layer is named a Top Level Name Server (TLNS)[1], which talk to the lower layers 

which are composed of Low Level Name Servers (LLNS)[1]. The user‟s DNS server will 

locate an edge server deployment near the user. The user‟s DNS server is used as a proxy 

for the actual location of the user. Once a server has been chosen the TLNS will provide a 

pointer to the LLNS within the deployment .The user‟s DNS server will contact the LLNS 

server in order to learn the IP address of the edge server in that deployment which can 

serve the customer‟s requested content.  
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Figure 2. Request Redirection in CDN 

The edge server will check its local cache for the requested content. If the requested 

content is available and the contents are not stale, then the contents are returned to the 

user. But when the requested content is not available in the current edge server or the 

contents are stalled in that particular edge server‟s cache, the request is forwarded to the 

origin server and the content is copied to the correspond edge server. For caching purpose 

suitable algorithms are used. 

CDN is necessarily a complex system with many components. Two of the major 

concerns addressed by CDNs are ensuring efficient content distribution and freshness of 

content given to the customer. An enterprise of ISPs would never accept misses on certain 

objects. Retrieving large objects across the Internet during bandwidth-constrained hours 

could result in unacceptable latencies. Pushing time sensitive data (e.g. news, share 

prices, entertainment, live sporting events) to servers to ensure fresh content is a 

challenge, which CDN solution providers face. Most important of them is efficient 

distribution of all content to the respective servers. 

 

2. Issues of CDN 

The CDN requires establishing replica or surrogate servers and some supporting 

service infrastructure at the edge of the networks. To ensure the success of CDN a huge 

no. of edge server are required to deployed over the geography and there are several 

issues involved in CDN since there are several decisions to be made like edge server 

placement, contents updating mechanism, suitable edge server selection, re-routing 

algorithm. The optimal performance and reliability depend on these mechanisms. 

 

Edge server Placement Mechanism  

Edge server placement in appropriate location is critical to the performance of CDN. 

CDN topology is formulated such that the performance obtained to the client is 

maximized and cost to the provider is minimized. Therefore efficient surrogate server 

placement will reduce the no. of servers established and size of the cache such that 

client‟s requests are served with high availability and reduced cost. The parameters for 

this placement algorithms are mainly classified in two categories: (1) Cost related 

parameters, (2) Network related parameters.  

 

Cost Related Parameters:   

1. Resource Deployment cost: The cost of installing edge servers or leasing computing, 

storing, bandwidth resources. This is calculated as the unit resource cost with respect to 

the size of replica at the server. 2. Content Delivery cost: the cost of network involved in 

delivering content from the edge servers to the end users. It is calculated in terms of unit 
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bandwidth cost and user demand.  3. Content Replacement cost: the network cost 

involved in updating content from origin server to edge sever or a group of servers.    

 

Network Related Parameters:  

Network Performance: These are the parameters that suggest the performance and 

quality of service that the network topology provides between end users and edge servers. 

The parameters involved in this regard are latency, bandwidth, hop-count and link quality 

in replica placement algorithms in CDN. 

Latency in the edge server placement is the time required to deliver content from edge 

server to the end-users. Most algorithms minimize this latency as objective function or 

uses latency as constraint to find effective distribution of servers. Bandwidth available is 

also considered in some algorithms proposed to place servers where available bandwidth 

is used as a QoS parameter. Hop-count is used as input in some of the algorithms to find 

location of edge server. Hop-count is the no. of hops required in the shortest path between 

edge server and the end users to route a request. Hop-count is used as objective function 

and the algorithm tries to minimize it keeping in mind that it will eventually reduce the 

latency. 

 

Contents Updating Mechanism: 

Updating contents time by time in the edge servers is important in CDN, if not client 

may get invalid response from the edge server creating inconsistency. Whenever contents 

are updated or changed in the hosting site or contents become stale, all the copies residing 

in surrogate servers should be replaced with most updated one. Mechanisms proposed in 

the literature are mainly as follows periodic update, expiration based update and cache 

miss based update. 

Periodic update: Various dynamic algorithms in periodic updating mechanism are 

proposed for tree topologies. The origin server periodically servers contents to the edge 

server to replace old copy with new one. In[13] each node in the tree topology is an edge 

server which serves the client holds contents and manages the frequency of request for a 

copy indicating the popularity of the content in that node. In the update method of [12], a 

update distribution tree is formed to multicast copies periodically from origin to edge 

servers. The root of the multicast tree is the origin server that connects all edge servers 

through shortest path link. Each child node gets updates from its parent node up to bottom 

along the tree. 

Expiration based update: Here TTL (Time to Live) based consistency is taken into 

account for each edge server. The edge servers make request for update when the TTL 

value is expired until a valid copy is reached.  In [14] expiration based update mechanism 

is considered and replicas are placed in a network. A dynamic algorithm is proposed to 

place replica and update cost, delivery cost are minimized. 

Cache based update: Two types of content outsourcing for cache based update are 

there: Co-operative caching and uncooperative caching scheme. 

In co-operative caching scheme the suitable edge servers co-operates each other to 

serve client requests and update contents for stale content in order to reduce cost. In co-

operative push based scheme the origin server pushes the contents from origin server to 

the surrogate servers and at first the contents are perfected in the surrogate servers. 

Client‟s request for a content is directed to the closest edge server and the CDN keeps the 

mapping between contents and corresponding edge servers. If not found then other edge 

servers cooperate to serve the request or the request is forwarded to the origin server. In 

co-operative pull based scheme when a miss occurs then the other edge servers cooperate 

each other to serve the request. In [16] several replication strategies for push-based co-

operative caching have been discussed. It is observed that greedy heuristic algorithms are 

better for replication. 
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In uncooperative pull based caching if the requested content is not found in the edge 

server or the content is stale, the request is directed to the origin server or to a peering 

edge server in the CDN i.e. the edge servers pull contents from the origin server in case of 

a miss. The performance of uncooperative caching based update mechanisms has been 

discussed in [15]. 

 

Suitable Edge Server Selection 

Choosing the appropriate edge server for delivery of a content is critical to the 

performance of a CDN. In general the edge server closest to the client is selected for the 

delivery of content. But there exists several matrices which play major role in the 

selection algorithms proposed in the literature like network proximity, response delay, 

geographical distance, load of the edge server. Considering this factors algorithms have 

been proposed to redirect client request to the most suitable close edge server. This 

request routing algorithms are largely divided into two types namely non-adaptive 

adaptive and routing algorithms. 

Non-adaptive algorithms do not consider the current situation or load status of the edge 

server and an edge server is selected based on some heuristics. Non-adaptive algorithms 

are simple and easy to implement. The most common non-adaptive routing algorithm is 

round robin algorithm which tries to distribute load among all the edge servers [17]. The 

performance of round robin algorithm is limited by the distance of the edge servers from a 

client. It is assumed that all the edge servers are placed closely and they have same 

computing capability but it does not work well for widely distributed edge server 

network. 

Some algorithms predict the load on the edge servers and rank them as per load to 

distribute client request. Here load assumptions are made based on the no. of requests 

served previously and also distance is considered a factor to select a proper edge server. 

Several other algorithms are implemented Cisco 

DistributedDirector [18]. One of the algorithms considers the no. of request received as a 

factor for choosing the edge server. Here it is assumed that the edge server with more no. 

of request is more powerful to serve the content and client‟s requests are forwarded to this 

powerful edge server. Karger et al. [19] proposed a non-adaptive algorithm where the 

selection of edge server is done as a result of a hash function based on the URL of the 

content.   

On the other hand adaptive algorithms consider the current status of the edge servers 

and re-direct the request as per. These algorithms are complex in nature and matrices 

involved in measuring the status of edge servers are load of the server, congestion in the 

network, reliability of edge server, bandwidth available to edge server. 

Cisco DistributedDirector [18] has implemented an adaptive server selection algorithm 

deployed in this network considers a weighted combination of three metrics, namely – 

inter-AS distance, intra-AS distance, and end-to-end latency. 

Globule [20] uses an adaptive algorithm that chooses edge server closest to the clients 

in terms of network proximity. The path length considered as a metric in the algorithm is 

updated at regular intervals and it is done passively without introducing any 

supplementary traffic to the network. 

Akamai [1] introduced a complex adaptive server selection algorithm which takes into 

account matrices like server load, reliability of the server, bandwidth available to the edge 

server to redirect request to the most suitable edger server.    

 

Request Redirection  

There are several mechanisms to redirect client‟s request to an appropriate edge server. 

Redirection mechanisms tell how one request to a server is transferred to another server. 

There are DNS based rerouting, HTTP redirections, URL rewriting, anycast. 
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DNS based redirection is simple and popular as it uses naming resolution so it can be 

used in any Web applications. In this approach a domain name is associated with a 

number of IP addresses of edge servers. The DNS server resolves this mapping of edge 

servers to its IP addresses. When a request arrives any of the associated IP address is 

returned and the corresponding edge server serves the client. In a single reply approach 

the DNS server returns only one IP address which best serves the request and in multiple 

replies approach a pool of edge server is returned and generally selected in round robin 

fashion. However the main drawback of DNS based routing is that it is associated with 

domain name whereas the system should serve requests at object granularity. The 

performance of DNS redirection algorithms are discussed in [21][22]. Another issue with 

DNS redirection is that it do not take into account the client IP i.e. is the proximity of the 

user is not consider and may redirect to servers that may degrade the overall performance 

of the CDN. 

In HTTP redirection mechanism the server responds the client with a message to 

redirect the request to another surrogate server. This approach is simple, flexible and 

object granularity is maintained for individual web page. But it requires extra messages to 

circulate between the client and server is an overhead and redirection also lacks 

transparency.        

In URL rewriting the server redirect the client request to an edge server by 

dynamically created URL links. This mechanism is mainly used where some embedded 

objects are returned to the client as a response. It uses some special scripts to rewrite the 

embedded URLs and redirects clients to fetch objects from other surrogate servers. There 

are two types of this approach namely proactive and reactive rewriting. In proactive 

approach the URL rewriting of embedded objects is done before the contents are hosted in 

the origin server. In reactive approach rewriting of embedded object URLs are done after 

a request from client is made at the origin server.  

Anycasting redirection scheme uses IP level redirection where set of servers have the 

same IP address. The contents are replicated on those servers and any of those equivalent 

servers may be accessed to serve a request. The user generates request for a content with 

anycast name as destination address and the anycast service redirect this request to any of 

the servers having same anycast address. Servers are chosen based on characteristics that 

best serve the client. Anycasting can work with servers that are heterogeneous and each 

router holds path to the closest server thus different router has different paths to different 

server with same IP address.      

In our paper we propose that the edge servers will co-operate to each other to serve a 

content based on our algorithm. It will reduce the delay to fetch data from the main server 

as it is provided by a nearer edge server. A content table will be maintained at each Edge 

server to reduce searching time and will be updated as per data swapping and caching 

policy. We used agglomerative clustering to form a tree structure of the edge server. We 

consider that a user will request its nearest Edge server for a request or some other 

characteristics like processing power; availability etc may also be considered.  

 

Agglomerative Clustering 

The agglomerative clustering method formulates a hierarchical tree structure of 

provided data points in the geography. The procedure to cluster starts with n clusters for n 

data points, that is, each single data point is a cluster of its own. Using latency time as a 

count of distance two nearest clusters are merged at each steps of the algorithm, therefore 

the number of clusters is lessened and a successively larger cluster is formed. It is a 

bottom-up approach. When all data points are in a same cluster, then the process is 

stopped. Here each Edge server along with the Origin server is taken as data points in the 

algorithm. 

Steps involved in agglomerative clustering are as follows: 
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1. Assign each Edge Server and also the Origin Server to separate clusters 

of its own.  

2. Formulate a distance matrix by determining the latencies between all pair 

of clusters. Sort these latencies in ascending order. 

3. Look for the two clusters that have the smallest distance. 

4. Combine the pair with smallest latency into one cluster. 

5. Stop until there is only a single cluster remaining. 

6. Re-evaluate all distances with the new cluster and revise the distance 

matrix after the recombination and go to step 3. 

 

3. Related Work 

The CDN edge servers are distributed all over the earth surface to increase the global 

availability of web contents and to reduce the bandwidth cost. CDN Users may request 

from different location for particular web content and a relevant edge server is selected 

based on the characteristics of delay, availability, bandwidth etc [2]. In paper [3], authors 

have presented a detail description about CDNs with respect to four different factors as 

request-routing procedure, content replication mechanisms, load balancing methodology 

and cache management. Co-operative caching improves the response time by reducing 

VM synthesis time by caching the previous state [4]. 

 In their paper, P. Sen et al. have suggested that, in cloud computing, instead of co-

operative caching one of the devices can be chosen as a central device called Central 

Controller [5] that keeps track of the status of all the other devices connected with it using 

a star topology network. During this time the Central Controller scan passively all the 

devices dynamically to get the current status about storage whereas a device need to store 

data will perform an active scan over the Central Controller to know the status of all other 

devices. As soon as, it gets the information it will proceed directly onto that particular 

device to store the data. Thus Response time and efficiency can both be effective and 

valuable for future course. In their paper Centralized scheduler for content delivery 

network, Jun Li et al. have proposed the Centralized Scheduler [6] Concept for the 

content delivery network that keeps track of all the request and service provided in the 

network. 

The caching system largely is classified into two branches namely CDN, transparent 

caching. In CDN content provider is in businesses relationship with the content publisher 

and in transparent caching the service provider performs all the caching without 

awareness of caching. For cache sharing, protocols like Summery Cache [7], Cache 

digests [8], Cache array routing protocol (CARP)[9], Internet Cache Protocol (ICP)[10], 

Hypertext Caching Protocol (HTCP)[11] etc have been proposed.    

 

4. Proposed Work 

In our algorithm we proposed which servers are to be requested and what will be the 

order for forwarding the request whenever there is a miss or a stale content .Here we form 

clusters of edge servers using the hierarchical clustering. Each edge server is taken as a 

point in the domain and the delay of response as the distance between the respective 

servers. By the execution of 'ping' command over all the edge server„s IP address, we can 

simply fetch the exact network latency time. Here we are not concern about the actual 

geographical location of any server .Time delays between each individual edge servers are 

calculated and also the time delay from the origin server is calculated. The time delay is 

taken as distance between edge servers in Agglomerative Hierarchical Method to cluster 

the servers. Hierarchical clustering produces a set of nested clusters organized as a 

hierarchical tree. If the content is not found in the primary edge server then request is 

forwarded to next the edge servers, belonging to the same cluster as per the dendrogram 

tree hierarchy. In our algorithm we proposed the order in which servers are to be 
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requested for forwarding the request whenever there is a miss or a stale content. Here we 

form clusters of edge servers using the hierarchical clustering. Each edge server is taken 

as a point in the space and the delay of response as the distance between the respective 

servers. By the execution of 'ping' command over all the edge server„s IP address, we can 

simply fetch the exact network latency time. Here we are not concern about the actual 

geographical location of any server .Time delays between each individual edge server and 

origin servers are calculated. This response delay is taken as distance between servers in 

Agglomerative Hierarchical Method to cluster the servers. Hierarchical clustering 

produces a set of nested clusters organized as a hierarchical tree. Here we propose that 

every edge server maintains a content table showing which contents are available in that 

edge server. The content table shows the corresponding memory location of the contents, 

making the whole searching process within the server faster. After searching the members 

of the primary cluster the request will be forwarded to the next Edge Server up in the 

nested tree. If the requested object is still not found at this level of Edge Servers, the 

request will be forwarded to the next Edge Server as per the proposed tree. As the Origin 

Server is a part of the clustering hierarchy, the request will eventually find the Origin 

Server at some level. The tree structure suggests the path through which a request should 

be routed in the geography. In every Edge Server a content table will be maintained every 

time some content is written or replaced in the cache. The content table indicates the 

memory location of a content and shows whether the content is actually available or not 

in the corresponding edge server. These will minimize the time for searching content in 

any server. As the requests are not directly forwarded to the Origin server after the very 

first cache miss in most cases, it reduces the load in the Origin server and also distributes 

object requests over the whole Edge Server network making it more responsive and 

robust to sever failures. It reduces the packet loss and response delay to serve any content 

to the end user. The Origin server is not get chocked by the requests after cache misses 

over the whole network, as other Edge Servers cooperate to find the contents in their Edge 

Servers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Origin Server and Edge Servers Clustered Over the Region 
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Figure 2. Dendrogram Tree Records the Sequence of Edge Server and 
the Origin Server 

The requests are routed from one edge server to another based on the dendrogram 

sequence tree and ultimately it reaches to the main origin server. For example if a request 

is made at Server 4 and the content is not found then the request is forwarded to the Edge 

Server up in the tree. In this case the request is routed through the path like Server 4 -> 

Server 3 -> Origin Server. This is shown in figure 3. In the same way a request in Server 

4 will have a route like Server 4 -> Server 3 – Server ->2 -> Origin Server. Whenever the 

contents are already found on the Edge Servers before reaching to the Origin Server the 

contents are sent to the requester. So the Edge Servers closer to the client are approached 

with a probability in the whole process and the contents are provided faster.   

Figure 3. Request Forwarding 
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5. Conclusion 

As the request for data is increasing and people are accessing huge data contents using 

their devices through internet it has become mandatory about the contents to be fast, 

available and robust to bottleneck. Our approach tries to satisfy the requirements 

mentioned by lowering the no. of requests made to the main Server or the Origin Server. 

It tries to serve contents from other Edge Servers as near as possible to the end user and 

reduce the delay. Here the origin server does not get chocked due to huge requests every 

time a miss occurs within an edge server as other edge servers try to satisfy the requests 

by themselves.  It states the routing path for any request to the main server. 

However, there are some concerns like if the requests of the users are very deviant or 

irregular it may increase the cache miss in successive edge servers and eventually ending 

up with a response from the Origin Server. This may have an adverse affect on the 

network.  
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